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ior Wendi Goebel, a speech commwiication major, makes her way to class through the cold weather Wednesday 
ming infront of the Life Science Building. 
rigid temperatures expected 
o subside by the weekend 
The frigid temperatures that 
unged Charleston into a deep freeze 
· week should subside this weekend 
anks to a warm front from the 
uthwest. 
Dalias Price, local ·weather observer 
the National Weather Service, said 
ednesday the area will experience a 
dual rise in temperatures, with an 
pected high in the upper 40s by 
day. 
Wednesday's high of 7 degrees 
apped a five-day string in which 
mperatures did not climb above zero. 
Wednesday morning's low of minus 27 
degrees broke the almost 100-year-old 
record of 24 degrees below zero, which 
was set in 1900. 
Price said the string of cold-weather 
days, which began Friday night, is the 
worst since January 1936, when the 
mercury dipped below zero for seven 
straight days. 
"It's still going to be cold Thursday, 
with a morning temperature of about 
zero, but it will probably get into the 
teens on Friday," Price said. 
Saturday's high should break above 
32 degrees, with Sunday's high poten-
tially reaching 50 degrees, he added. 
Eastern President David Jorns said 
Wednesday that he feels the "worst 
has passed," as no weather-related 
injuries have been reported. 
"I have received no reports of falling 
injuries, and that's always a concern 
when there is a lot of snow and ice," 
Jorns said. 
Sunday's near-record snowstorm 
dumped more than seven inches on the 
Charleston area, almost surpassing 
the Jan. 10, 1989 record of eight inch-
es. 
Jorns said other than several pipes 
bursting in residence halls and uneven 
heat distribution in university build-
., Continued on Page 2 
Illinois 
officials 
oppose 
hike 
By CHRISSY MOCH 
Staff writer 
Two state legislators have 
voiced opposition to the 
Illinois Board of Higher 
Education's proposed 3 per-
cent tuition hike for the 12 
state universities. 
With the proposed in-
crease slated for the fall, 
' State Rep. Mike Weav_er, R-
Ashmore, said he is con-
cerned the tuition hike will 
set a pattern toward making 
college unaffordable. 
"If increases continue, 
higher education will be out 
of the reach of more and 
more people," he said. 
State Sen. Harry "Babe" 
Woodyard, D-Chrisman, 
shared Weaver's opinion. 
"It's to the point where 
parents can hardly afford to 
send their kids to schools," 
he said. "Higher education 
(is becoming) too expensive 
for even middle class peo-
ple." 
Weaver and Woodyard 
said they would rather not 
see a tuition hike, but added 
a 3 percent increase may be 
reasonable. 
"I've never seen a time 
when there weren't tuition 
raises and some of those 
have been massive," Wood-
yard said. "I'm surpris~d 
there wasn't a request for a 
higher tuition rise." 
Woodyard said the pro-
posed 3 percent increase is 
very close to the cost-of-liv-
ing increase and inflation 
rate. 
Last year the IBHE rec-
ommended a statewide tui-
tion freeze. Tuition at the 
five Board of Governors 
schools has stood at $1848 
• Continued on Page 2 
enate investigates moving of advisor 
I 
NATALIE GOTT Academic Development Cen- people to see the resolution. and representatives to the 
ter. He was recently reas- • Senate denies re- Coffey was reassigned to students of Eastern Uni-
aying they are tired of 
g given "the runaround," 
dent Senate members 
dnesday unanimously 
sed a resolution Wed-
ay asking to be told why 
demic adviser John 
ey was reassigned. 
Prior to this semester, 
ffey worked m the 
signed to the education sponsibility in loss worked in the education versity, to ask these ques-
department. of feminist spea- department by Barbara Hill, tions," said Lance Phillips, 
· Senate members were provost and vice president senate member and co-
critical of the university for ker. See page 3. for academic affairs after author of the resolution. 
not explaining the move. The working eight years in the "When students come to us 
resolution they approved be sent to the education Academic Development with questions about the 
spells out a list of questions department office; Lou Center. Hill and the admin- actions the administration 
regarding the transfer. Hencken, vice president for istration have declined to has taken, it is our job to go 
Lisa Garrison, senate student affairs; and Eastern give any reasoning to the to the administration to find 
member and co-author of the President David Jorns. transfer. out the answers." 
l t . "d •t ·11 1 Garrison said she _plans to "It · · b reso u 10n, sa1 I w1 a so is our JO , as senators t Continued on Page 2 
compose a list of additional 
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Hall 
honors 
rock 
legends 
NEW YORK (AP) - The 
Rock and Roll Hall of 
Fame turned Wednesday 
to its class of '94, a diverse 
group featuring the cream 
of British, Jamaican and 
American musicians. 
This year's ceremony 
will be bittersweet, with 
Paul McCartney inducting 
his slain songwriting part-
ner, John Lennon, and 
Bono doing the same for 
the late reggae genius Bob 
Marley. 
Lennon was murdered 
in 1980. Marley died of 
cancer a year later. 
Family members, in-
cluding Lennon's widow, 
Yoko Ono, and his two 
sons, Julian and Sean, 
were expected to accept 
for both. 
Other inductees include 
two quintessential Amer-
ican groups, the Grateful 
Dead and The Band; the 
British Invasion band The 
Animals; singer-songwrit-
er Elton John; veteran 
rocker Rod Stewart; and 
guitar great Duane Eddy. 
Bluesman Willie Dixon 
will be among those in-
ducted posthumously, as. 
an "early influence," while 
'50s R&B producer-song-
writer Johnny Otis was 
· being admitted as a non-
performer. 
Lennon was honored for 
his solo work. He is al-
ready in the Hall of Fame 
for his career with the 
Beatles. 
Past inductions have 
featured battling band-
mates. Paul Simon joked 
about it when he was 
admitted with partner Art 
Garfunkel in 1990. 
FROM PAGE ONE 
State 
•From Page 1 
schools has stoo~ at $1848 
per semester since fall 1992. 
Woodyard said if state uni-
versities opt not to raise 
tuition, universities would 
probably hike student fees. 
Either way the students are 
still paying, he said. 
The IBHE recommended 
the increase at its meeting 
last week. The board gave 
the cost-of-living and infla-
tion as reasons for the pro-
Frigid 
" From Page 1 
posed increase. The decision 
of how much to raise tuition 
rests with the universities' 
governing boards. The Board 
of Governors, which oversees 
five universities including 
Eastern, has said it will try 
to keep the hike as close to 3 
percent as possible. 
Eastern President David 
Jorns said a 3 percent tuition 
increase, which would gener-
ate $560,000, will help the 
university. He said as long as 
the cost-of-living and utilities 
increase, the university must 
make more money. 
Gov. Jim Edgar will con-
sider the IBHE's recommen-
dations when compiling his 
budget proposal. After the 
governor delivers his budget 
message March 1, the Gen-
eral Assembly will work to 
formulate a final fiscal pack-
age before June. The new 
budget will take affect July 
1. 
ings, Eastern has coped well with the bitter 
temperatures and icy winds. 
In a week of daily cold records, the mercury 
fell to all-time records Wednesday in parts of 
Indiana, Ohio, Kentucky, West Virginia and 
Pennsylvania. Whiteland, Ind., bottomed out at 
minus 36, the coldest temperature recorded 
anywhere in the state. 
"I think on the whole we've done pretty 
well," Jorns said. "All we can worry about is 
keeping people warm and safe." 
The majority of cases dealt with by Health 
Service involved overexposure to the elements, 
Jorns said. 
Physical Plant Director Ted Weidner said 
Wednesday his crew has worked almost 
around-the-clock the last three days in an 
attempt to clear sidewalks and tend to heating" 
problems around campus. 
Single-digit temperatures extended all the 
way south in Alabama, forcing dozens of 
schools to close and putting a quarter-inch 
layer of ice on the alligator pond at the 
Birmingham zoo. 
"Today we had to make repairs to the heat-
ing system in the Admissions Office in Old 
Main and Blair Hall; the heat pumps couldn't 
keep up with the cold," Weidner said. 
At least 72 deaths have been blamed on the 
latest barrage of cold and snow over a six-day 
period beginning Friday. Most of the victims 
were killed on icy roads or had heart attacks 
shoveling snow. 
- The Associated Press contributed to this 
report. 
Senate 
t From Pagel 
Phillips said that he is not 
challenging the authority of 
the administration; he just 
wants to know why Coffey 
was transferred. 
The resolution was com-
posed of eight questions that 
ask, among others queries, 
why students have been 
given various and inconsis-
tent answers when inquiring 
about the whereabouts of 
Coffey. 
Shannon Ford, president of 
the Black Student Union, 
said she, along with Dwayne 
Smith, a counselor at Thomas 
Hall and member of the BSU, 
has been trying to track 
answers to Coffey's transfer 
since late last fall. 
"We've called there (the 
academic office) and tried to 
find out what's going on and 
they are not letting us talk to 
him," Ford said. 
Ford said many students 
active in the BSU have voiced 
their concern about Coffey. 
"It's a shame when your 
adviser is transferred and 
you don't even know why. I 
think a lot of his advisees 
were given the runaround 
about where he was," Ford 
said. 
Coffey, who is a paid mem-
ber of the Black Student 
Union, cannot explain the 
reasons why he has been 
transferred, Ford said. 
"Once you meet Mr. Coffey, 
you have a lifetime friend," 
Ford said. 
In other business at Wed-
nesday's senate meeting: 
• Student Body President 
Luke Neumann said until 
Champaign votes on whether 
to raise its current bar-entry 
age of 19 to 21, he would not 
address the issue. 
• The senate voted to rec-
ognize the Illinois Art Ed-
ucation Association/National 
Art Education Association as 
a campus student organiza-
tion. 
ta!)s 
•••·c~··•· 
J-f5tppy' 21st, P5l 
'You 're :Jina{~ 
Legal 
Outgoing, goal~riented student needed 
marketing position. Learn managements 
and marketing strategies while imptemenlillJ 
campus promotions. 
•Excellent pay 
• Flexible hour11 
• All work on campus 
• For Spring 1994 
For more information, please call 
American Passage Media Corp 
1-800-487-2434. ext. 4156 
0 
EVERYONE NEE 
MORE 
MONEY! 
Right? 
SO ... why not sell yo 
unwanted items in 
The Daily Eastern Ne 
Classified Section! 
THIRSTY•S 
I 2 oz LC>NGNECKS $I 00 
22 oz Longnecks $I 75 
2 ·0 oz Draf't:s $I 00 
Blue Tail Fly$ I 00 
MO COYER 
Interested in 
having Serious 
Fun? 
The Daily Eastern ~ews 
The Daily Eastern News is published daily, Monday through Friday, in Charleston, Illinois, during fall and 
spring semesters and twice weekly during the summer term except during school vacations or examina-
tions, by the students of Eastern Illinois University. Subscription price: $32 per semester, $16 for sum-
mer only, $60 all year. The Daily Eastern News is a member of The Associated Press which is entitled to 
exclusive use of all articles appearing in this paper. The editorials on Page 4 represent the majority opin-
ion of the editorial board, all other opinion pieces are signed. The Daily Eastern News editorial and busi-
ness offices are located in the Buzzard Building, Eastern Illinois University. Second class postage paid 
at Charleston, IL 61920. ISSN 0894-1599. 
~Printed by Eastern Illinois University, Charleston, IL 61920. Postmaster: Send ® """ address changes to The Daily Eastern News, Room 127 Buzzard Building, 
--=-=Yl=N=· Eastern Illinois University, Charleston, IL 61920. 
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Rotaract is a worldwide organization of young men and women ages 1 
to 30 who believe they can make a difference. Through community an 
international service projects, Rotaractors help improve the lives of t 
people around them. By doing this, they also develop leadership skill 
professional skills, and establish a network of friends. 
Anyone between 18 & 30 can join. 
(Student, faculty & staff) 
Benefits? 
- Development of leadership skills. 
- Development of professional skills 
- Professional networking - The Rotaract Club is sponsored by the Charleston Rotary Club. 
This is a great chance to meet people who are in the businesses and professions in this area. 
- Serious fun and social activities. 
SPRING ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING: 
Thursday, Jan. 20, 6:00 p.m. 
in Coleman Hall - Room 221 
ENJOY FREE DOMINO'S PIZZA!! 
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL KIM AT 345-8676 
Daily Eastern News 
nate seeking 
arch speaker 
IKEIBLER 
dent Senate members 
Wednesday they were 
pointed after learning-
ist speaker Gloria 
em could not come to 
em in March, but 
that it was not their 
e did the job we are 
ted to do," Student 
te member Glen Fun-
said. 
the time the senate 
ed the $14,500 needed 
· g Steinem to campus, 
minist author had offi-
stopped accepting dates 
pearances, said Eileen 
an, assistant director of 
t activities. 
e did our job with Gloria 
em," said Bobby Smith, 
er of the senate. "It's not 
senate's fault she's not 
. g." 
November, the Ap-
ionment Board, which 
opriates student fee 
ey to student organiza-
approved the money for 
roughout the city, resi-
ts rushed into and out of 
e-damaged apartments 
homes, tossing clothing 
furniture into pickups 
rental vans before build-
inspectors could condemn 
homes. 
ear the quake's epicenter 
orthridge, work crews 
olled chain-link fence 
d a condemned apart-
t building as a procession 
tal trucks pulled away. 
ou could say it's a mad-
se in here," said Norm 
· , a worker at a U-Haul 
tal center, as a crush of 
e lined up for trucks. He 
25 trucks in a matter 
sident Clinton surveyed 
damage Wednesday and 
$45 million in initial 
e relief. But Gov. Pete 
son said total damage 
orrection 
An article on Page 3 of 
ednesday's edition of 
e Daily Eastern News 
s misleading when it 
ported that feminist 
thor Gloria Steinem 
celed a campus ap-
arance scheduled for 
spring. 
Steinem stopped ac-
ting requests to speak 
work on a book; she 
ver committed to visit 
t.em and never signed 
contract. 
The News regrets the 
the University Board to pay 
for a Steinem lecture. 
But the senate later am-
ended a request from the AB 
to grant only half the request-
ed amount because senate 
members felt $14,500 was too 
much .money to spend on one 
event. The following week, a 
resolution was passed by the 
senate awarding the full 
amount. 
Because Steinem had stop-
ped accepting speaking invita-
tions at the time of the 
approval for the $14,500, 
Sullivan said UB is exploring 
other ''big-name" speakers for 
March. "We definitely want a 
speaker for March for Wo-
men's Awareness Month." 
Financial Vice President 
Blake Wood said the AB could 
approve the money going to 
another speaker and plans to 
discuss that idea at its meet-
ing next week . 
JEFF CULLER/Photo editor 
Wood said technically, the 
money appropriated for an 
event can only be used for that 
event. Therefore, the money 
approved for Steinem would 
have to return to the board. 
Jump start 
could reach $30 billion, 
making, it as costly as 
Hurricane Andrew, the na-
tion's most expensive natural 
disaster. 
In a bitter taste of post-
quake life in Los Angeles, 
thousands of commuters, 
robbed of their freeways, 
spent hours negotiating 
canyon roads and city streets 
to get to work. 
To the north, cars jammed 
the Sierra Highway to bypass 
the damaged intersection of 
state Highway 14 and In-
terstate 5. A dawn aftershock 
caused a rockslide that nar-
rowed the four-lane route 
through Newhall Pass to two 
lanes. Last week's 45-minute 
commute took as long as four 
hours. 
"When you have to get up 
at 3 to get to work by 9, yes, 
it's a nightmare," said Mario 
Beltran, 31, a barber com-
muting from his Palmdale 
home 35 miles to the north-
east to work in San Fer-
nando. 
Drivers will have plenty of 
time to get used to it: Repairs 
to the area's freeways will 
take a year and cost $100 
million, the state transporta-
tion department said. 
going," California Highway 
Patrol Officer Jim Mair said 
as he directed traffic. "But I 
imagine they'll be picking it 
up pretty quick. They'll have 
a lot of time to practice." 
the quake. Torrents of water 
from burst water mains, still 
unrepaired, flooded streets 
hubcap-deep and traffic lights 
remained lifeless. 
West of downtown; motor-
ists negotiated around a col-
lapsed section of Interstate 
10, the nation's busiest high-
way. "Right now most of them 
don't know where they're 
Motorists ran into road-
blocks and detours around 
street fissures in the San 
Fernando Valley, worst hit by 
RHA focuses on cooling costs 
By JOHN FERAK 
Student government editor 
Researching how the Residence Hall 
Association can see that all Eastern residence 
halls are air-conditioned will highlight the 
group's meeting today. 
The RHA will meet at 5 p.m. Thursday in 
McKinney Hall. 
RHA President Kris Potrafk.a said commit-
tees will be formed to study wha.t it would cost 
to put air c;onditioning in those residence halls 
Without it. 
Halls without air conditioning are Pem-
berton, Weller, McKinney, Ford, Lincoln and 
Douglas halls. 
"Getting money for air conditioning is based 
on a want rather than a need," Potrafk.a said. 
"Our big thing is working with the housing 
office." 
The Office of Student Housing appropriates 
budgets for the residence halls. Potrafk.a says 
it's unlikely money will be included for air 
conditioning expenses in next year's fiscal 
budget. 
"I don't see money being allocated for this 
spring's budget," Potrafka said, adding he 
does not know how much money it would cost 
to install air conditioning units in the six 
halls. "However, I can see it being done a year 
from now." 
In other matters, Potrafk.a said, RHA plans 
to form a separate committee Thursday to 
examine how a campus bar alternative hotline 
for students could be established. 
9 
Mattoon, 
Anltrak 
discuss 
train woes 
By TRAVIS SPENCER 
Staff writer 
Area officials and local busi-
nessmen told Amtrak officials 
at a luncheon Wednesday they 
wanted improvements as well 
as full-time employees at the 
company's station in Mattoon. 
The meeting was part of a 
continued reaction to Amtrak 
laying off ticket agents at the 
station, 1718 Broadway Ave. 
The removal came after a 
nationwide cutback in October 
of federal railway subsidies. 
Mattoon Mayor Ferguson 
said Amtrak and IDOT offi-
cials will work together to 
solve some of the problems oc-
curring at the Mattoon 
Amtrak station. 
Among the new ideas pre-
sented at the meeting were a 
new elevator, a phone down-
stairs outside the building, 
and a staircase from the rail-
road tracks to the street. 
As a result of the cutbacks, 
no one is available at the sta-
tion to assist passengers with 
the wheelchair lift and eleva-
tor. Officials have been asking 
for the employees return since 
October. 
Amtrak officials said they 
may have been hasty about 
closing all the ticket windows 
in the Mattoon station. But as 
it stands, Ferguson said the 
option of rehiring the tick.et 
agents will be discussed 
through the Amt,rak corponlte 
office, and will · be some time 
before Mattoon officials will 
know their decision. 
Ferguson said the installa-
tion of an elevator will be 
studied by engineers from the 
Illinois Department of Trans-
portation. During the meeting, 
IDOT officials decided the cur-
rent elevator in the depot 
should be used only for cargo. 
IDOT officials agreed a new 
elevator would be safer for all 
the passengers. 
A phone will be placed 
downstairs on the outside of 
the building, Ferguson said. 
She said the city has not 
decided whether to put in a 
pay phone or an emergency 
phone. 
Recently, the downstairs 
door was locked forcing pas-
sengers to crawl through a 
window to catch their train. 
"If there are problems, pas-
sengers can call the police 
department or the fire depart-
ment because there is some-
one there all the time," 
Ferguson said: 
IDOT officials also dis-
cussed a possible staircase 
from the downstairs tracks to 
the street. Ferguson said it 
seemed unsafe because people 
that don't belong near the 
tracks will go down the stairs. 
Along with the improve-
ments, representatives were 
again requesting the return of 
the ticket agents. 
United State's Rep. Glen 
Poshard, D-Carterville, said 
Amtrak should have cut more 
in the higher level of the cor-
poration instead of cutting 
only ticket agents. He said the 
station needs to be manned by 
full-time employees. 
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Osco served as 
obligatory target 
for moral battle 
It is much easier to fight a battle of values 
when there is an actual physical target. These 
days, just mentioning an ideal or vision doesn't 
quite cut it. People need a target to gun down 
in the battle of moral values. 
Enter Osco Drug store and the newly pro-
posed Class E liquor license. 
Osco and its management became a target 
• · • when they went for the Editorial new license, which 
--------- would in part eliminate 
separate entrances for liquor and other drug 
store sales. Critics, made up mostly of a group 
led by a local pastor, said the change would 
encourage underage drinking. 
A compromise has been reached on the 
license - and it is a compromise the city should 
accept. But all the participants in this so-called 
battle should be shaking their heads in wonder 
at how it became such a big issue. 
The debate began when local pastor Bob 
Younts first objected to the new license, claim-
ing that allowing alcohol to be seen and pur-
chased in the same area as other products 
would encourage underage drinking. 
"I want to see it as obscure as possible from 
the rest of the establishment," he said. 
But seeing alcohol and desiring it are two 
different things. Osco is a legitimate establish-
ment, and it is doubtful an increase in underage 
purchases would increase if the changes were 
made. 
The final compromise, created by Younts, 
allows for liquor and regular sales areas to share 
a common entrance, but the liquor area would 
be partitioned from the rest of the store, with 
the exception of an eight-foot door located a 
minimum of 15-feet from the entrance. 
There is something to be said for residents 
molding the values and destiny of their city, 
and the forums the city held are a perfect way 
to do that. However, continually brow-beating 
the Osco management is not the way to con-
tribute to the city. If they felt unfair changes 
were made, citizens should have sent their 
message by not shopping there. 
Values are formed through education and by 
the instillation of morals in the home. If the citi-
. zens and students who complained about Osco 
are concerned about long-term change, they 
will turn their focus to those issues. 
Retro-hell bad taste makes a comebac 
'There is nothing new under 
the sun," a dead white guy once 
wrote. According to Eurocentric 
tradition, he was just a tad bit 
wiser than the rest of us. 
"Woot cotton, 
linen and silk 
deteriorate over 
time. Only 
polyester is a 
fabric for the 
More importantly, howev 
the car is green - that same 
swell shade of green that is 
ing, fading and chipping off 
70s Chrysler New Yorkers, 
Oldsmobile 98s and Ford L 
that now lay in the junk yard 
like bloated, embarrassing 
beached whales. 
Three thousand years later, a 
live white man compiled the 
1993 Best and Worst Dressed 
lists. If the names it contains are 
any indication, the dead white 
guy was right. 
Topping this year's worst 
dressed list was Glenn Close . 
David M. 
Putney 
ages." It's also that same shade ci green that's being sprayed 
brand-new Chrysler minvans 
and trucks and Pontiac 
Bonneville SSEs. A few years I've seen her several times on 
various talk shows during the past few months promot-
ing "Sunset Boulevard," a live musical adaptation of the 
classic Billy Wilder film. 
I recall seeing her dressed in a rather smart pants suit. 
Of course, according to the world of fashion she may as 
well have been wearing a burlap feed sack. 
The person who topped this year's best dressed list is 
Lenny Kravitz. Aside from being Lisa Bonet's ex-hus-
band and wanting to be Jimi Hendrix, he's noted for 
dressing in 1970's love beads and banal, retro-hell fash-
ion. 
A friend of mine once commented that she had a 
dream that she went to hell and everyone was doing the 
Achy Breaky. She may be right, but it's more likely that 
in hell, people like Lenny Krav itz top best dressed lists 
every year. 
I point this out as part of a disturbing t rend I see 
developing. The 70's gave us Aerosmith, Meatloaf, liber-
al Democratic politics and a wish to never dress that way 
again. Somehow all four are once again considered hip. 
A few nights back, a young woman stopped by my 
room wearing bell bottoms, platform shoes and a shirt 
with a collar that, if starched properly, would allow her to 
fly. She thought she looked groovy. I tried not to laugh. 
It hasn't ended with the clothes. A friend of mine 
owns "Myrtle the Turtle," a 1977 Buick Electra. The 350 
big block under the hood is certainly a welcome blast 
from the past. The eight track tape player is not. 
I'm sure it played many a Village People recording 
way back when 25-foot-long cars and "YMCA" were 
both considered keen. 
l 
back General Motors tried to bring back robin's egg 
and mint green, colors popular during the 1950s. 
Unfortunately, its hard to look cool in a car that's 
same color as a baby blanket, so the paint scheme w 
dropped. Any more, however, truly cool families drive 
minivans, and the coolest of the cool drive green on 
Fashion designers tried to push the 60s off on us a 
while back. People resisted. So they tried the 70s, the 
only clothing decade worse than the 1960s. And we 
bought. 
I remember the 70s as a time when a Southern Ii 
Democrat was living in the White l::louse and we were 
waiting in gas lines dressed in clown suits. Fortunate~ 
the Dapper Ron came along. Brooks Brothers' chalk 
stripe gray flannel edged out green polyester. Power · 
replaced leisure suits. 
Now with another left-leaning Bubba leading thew 
in Washington, can another era of bad taste be far 
behind? 
If you remember nothing else about fashion, rem 
ber this. Wool , cotton, linen and silk all deteriorate ov 
time. Only polyester is a fabric for the ages. When 
Armani , Levi 's, and Claiborne have all disintegrated i 
dust, the leiS\Jre suit will still be around for archeologi 
to find in the year 2 ,300. 
Seems like that dead white guy knew something 
don't. Bad taste might not be here to stay, but it's cer-
tainly going to haunt us. 
David M. Putney is pale, stressed and a guest colu 
nist to the Daily Eastern News. 
u~ MR. ~Esmen. 
Reader complains 
residence halls are 
too cold for comfort 
Dear editor: 
On behalf of all students who pay 
full price to live in the lovely roach-
infested Douglas and Lincoln resi-
dence halls, I would like to make a 
request. lURN ON lHE HEATI 
Every other building on campus 
appears to have sufficient heating, 
and yet when I go to sleep at night, 
I need to bundle up In three sweat-
shirts, two pairs of sweat pants, two 
pairs of socks and curl tightly 
beneath a thick comforter and two 
blankets. Yet I still awake shivering 
from the bitter cold air that contam-
inates my room. 
While I realize It is fifty below 
with the wind chlll, there should be 
a means by which the Housing 
Department can make it above 40 
degrees In my room. Most rooms 
in these two halls are as cold as 
THE NEXT TIMF YUOif 
INVOLVED JN ASEX 
SCANDAL, CAN WE 
bET THE INITIAL 5rArEMENT 
FRUM ~DU INST£AD OF YlJUR 
'WIFE .• , HE( DPlNION 15A 
LI TTlE B JASED. 
~ 
Tour turn 
mine. 
I have spoken with resident assis-
tants and whoever else I can find, 
and all they tell me is that they are 
working on it and that there is noth-
ing they can do because the heating 
system is so old that it can't stand 
up to this sort of cold front. Excuse 
me, but shouldn't student comfort 
be a top priority? After all, Eastern Is 
located In Central llllnols, where It 
has been known to get cold once In 
awhile. I would think that after God 
only knows how many years of bit-
ter winters, Eastern should have 
purchased sufficient heating sys-
tems for the dormitories. 
This is simply ridiculous. One res-
ident assistant told me that t;ecause 
these halls have a hot water heating 
system, as opposed to something 
more modern (something that was 
developed in this century), we slm-
ply have to live with it. I even 
received one suggestion that I 
a large group of people sleep in 
room so that we could snuggle 
create more body heat. What the 
hell kind of suggestion is that? H 
absurd and ridiculous can we be? 
Though I'm not usually one to 
ridicule an administration without 
just cause, I am simply dumbfou 
eel by the fact that we are willing 
pay $ t 4,000 for Gloria Steinem 
come and talk about women's 
issues when we can't even afford 
heat the dorms. Come on! Where 
are our priorities? How can we be 
expected to learn lfwe can't stop 
shivering? 
Let's do something about this 
and fast! I pay my money to live 
the dorms (more than It Is obvi 
ly worth), and I deserve to have 
· ficient heat. Why doesn't some 
stop making absurd excuses and 
something about this damn prob-
lem? 
Thomas Mc 
" e Daily Eastern 1Wew8 
etsch proposes tax plan 
RINGFIELD, Ill. (AP) - Gubernatorial 
"date Dawn Clark Netsch on Wednesday 
d raising state income taxes $2.5 billion 
targeting the money for schools and prop-
tax relie£ 
County who has previously advocated a moder-
ate income tax increase to support schools and 
property tax relief, said Netsch's proposal was 
"in the ballpark." A spokesman for Attorney 
General Roland Burris said the campaign had 
not had time to study Netsch's tax proposal. en she challenged her rivals to unveil 
own plans for dealing with Illinois' major 
ems. 
"He's not calling for it, but he's not ruling it 
out," said Don Rashid. "There's a whole lot of 
waste in government he'd like to weed out." 
Cook County Board President Richard Phelan 
said schools need more money but it makes no 
sense to talk about funding without first talk-
ing about how schools are going to be made bet-
ter. 
am willing to tell you before I ask you to 
for me what I'm going to do," the Chicago 
ocrat said at a Capitol news conference. 
the other candidates whether they are 
to do the same." Under the plan offered 
e first-term state comptroller, the state's 
income tax rate would be increased to 
percent from 3 percent, while the corpo-
rate would be raised to 6.8 percent from 
rcent. 
''We should not go back to our beleaguered 
taxpayers until we have fixed a broken sys-
tem," he said in a statement. 
etsch said $1 billion in new revenue would 
r education, $1 billion for property tax 
and $500 million to provide a progressive 
e tax exemption for low- and middle-
e families. 
Republican Gov. Jim Edgar took a similar 
approach. 
"I think education needs to demonstrate 
they're doing well with the dollars they have," 
he said. 
Netsch said demanding higher quality and 
accountability from the schools would be an 
important part of her tax plan. She said the 
new money for education could be used for 
smaller class sizes, longer school days and year-
round classes for students who need extra help. 
e really simply have been asking too much 
property taxpayers and particularly the 
and those on limited income," she said. 
we have been returning too little of what 
ve been asking to our children in the 
of school funding." Netsch's plan drew a 
reaction from her Democratic rivals for 
y's nomination in_ the March 15 p?ma-
On average, the plan would cut property tax 
bills by 10 percent statewide, but most of the 
benefits would be reaped by overburdened 
homeowners in the "collar counties" in the 
Chicago suburbs, she said. es Gierach, a former prosecutor in Cook 
crutiny 
itter for 
fficials· 
WASHINGTON (AP) -
'Y Inman exited public 
complaining bitterly of 
em McCarthyism." 
But public officials are 
likely to be subjected 
intense scrutiny than 
founded attacks like 
mounted by the noto-
ous Sen. Joseph Mc~ 
y. 
And there is a difference. 
Let's go to William 
fire's New Poli ti cal 
"onary for a definition 
McCarthyism. "Now 
plied to any investiga-
that flouts the rights 
individuals," writes The 
w York Times colum-
t, the very one Inman 
accused of same. 
McCarthyism dates from 
e Wisconsin senator's 
50s attempts to ferret 
t communists in A-
·ca using rumor, innu-
o and guilt by associa-
n. A number of careers 
ruined before promi-
nt Americans began 
· g out against him. 
In the 30 years since, the 
rm McCarthyism has 
n flung around plenty, 
eluding in the last two 
idential campaigns. 
Both Michael Dukakis 
Bill Clinton made that 
mplaint against Pres-
t Bush. 
But analysts say what 
ublic officials contend 
"th is mostly super-
tense and sometimes 
warranted scrutiny -
om opposition political 
arties, interest groups 
d the press. 
Inman didn't think so. 
At a press conference 
ouncing his withdrawal 
defense secretary nomi-
ee, Inman blasted Safire 
r columns he said distort-
his record and allowed 
o balancing response. 
State violists to 
perform · concert 
More than 25 violists from 
around the state will partici-
pate in today's "Viola Day," 
sponsored by Eastern's string 
department. 
·The event, which will fea-
ture a guest artist from the 
Boston Symphony Orchestra, 
is the first time Eastern has 
hosted such an activity. 
Violists from such schools 
as Southern Illinois Uni-
versity-Carbondale, 
University of Illinois-Cham-
paign, Millikin University in 
Decatur and Illinois State 
University will join Eastern's 
Community Orchestra in per-
forming classical works in 
the Doudna Fine Arts Center. 
Burton Fine, who has been 
principal violist with the 
Boston Symphony Orchestra, 
will visit Eastern for today's 
activities and perform sever-
al of his own compositions. 
The day will start at 9 a.-
m. with performances by 
orchestra members and con-
clude with a 7:30 p.m. con-
cert in the Dvorak Concert 
Hall. 
Cynthia Baker, a viola 
teacher at Eastern, will also 
participate in the concert, 
which is free to the public. 
- Staff report 
Bobbitt co-worker 
discloses new fact 
MANASSAS, Va. (AP) -
Lorena Bobbitt once told a 
fellow worker she would cut 
off her husband's penis if he 
ever cheated on her because 
it "would hurt him more 
than just killing him," the 
co-worker testified Wed-
nesday. 
"She appeared to be seri-
ous. She wasn't joking," 
prosecution witness Connie 
James said on the sixth day 
of Mrs. Bobbitt's malicious 
wounding trial. 
Mrs. Bobbitt testified last 
week that she never made 
such a statement. 
Other contradictions be-
tween Mrs. Bobbitt's testi-
mony and prosecution wit-
nesses surfaced, with a psy-
chologist who interviewed 
her saying she remembered 
slicing her husband's penis. 
The ·case could go to the 
jury Thursday. 
Testimony from James 
and John Bobbitt's relatives 
painted a picture of a jealous 
woman with a mean streak 
who sometimes hit her hus-
band. 
Bobbitt, meanwhile, took 
the stand for a third time 
and disputed his wife's 
claims that he forced her to 
have an abortion and to have 
anal sex. 
Mrs. Bobbitt, 24, faces up 
to 20 years in prison if con-
victed of cutting off her hus-
band's penis. A native of 
South America, she also 
, could be deported. 
Defense attorneys contend 
Mrs. Bobbitt was temporari-
ly insane when she severed 
the penis because of what 
she has tearfully described 
as years of physical and sex-
ual abuse. She said she 
mutilated him early on June 
23, after he came home 
drunk and raped her. 
James testified that she 
discussed infidelity with 
Mrs. Bobbitt one day in 1990 
at the nail salon where they 
both worked. 
James said she jokingly 
suggested that she would 
kill her husband if he were 
unfaithful. 
"I asked Lorena what 
she'd do. Lorena stated, 'I 
would cut his (penis) off. 
That would hurt him more 
than just killing him,"' James 
said. 
Tonite at 
Mother's .... 
Win a CD BoomBox! 
Drawing at Midni ht 
Also: Buck Night 
$1 Deals on your 
favorite Drafts, 
Bottles &.. Drinks. 
25 ¢ Italian Sausage 
c. $1 
-~~ lcehouse ~ Longnecks 
Four years of 
college assistance for 
one weekend a month. 
You're on your way to college. And you're looking 
for a part-time job to help you pay for it Join the Illinois 
Army National Guard! For about two days a month and 
two weeks a year, you'll work a part-time job that makes 
a difference. 
Y ou11 receive 10096 guaranteed college tuition to any 
state of Illinois supported college and be eligible for up to 
$6,000 in education assistance with the Montgomery GI 
Bill. And, during the course of your six-year enlistment, 
you11 also earn a niinimum salary of $UOOO. Join the 
Illinois Anny National Guard today! Call SSG MILLER 
ILLINOIS 258-6381 
II Americans AtThe~K~ 
The Army National Guard is an Equal Oppoctuoity Employ..r. 
iversity 1J0 Q t}ft , ~~ 
Wants YOU to be 
part of our team! 
·• 
We're looking for enthusiastic, motivated people 
to fill the following coordinator positions: ' '": ' 
Graphics Concerts 
Subway Performing Arts 
Productions Lectures· 
University Board is a volunteer student organization whose 
goal is to provide the campus with the highest quality 
entertainment and activities for the campus community. 
Applications can be picked up in Room 201 of 1111 the Union. Applications are due back UNIVERSITY by 4 :30 p.m. Jan. 24. If you wou_ld BOARD like more information call the UB 
EIST!JlllJJQSlll!IRSm office at 581-511 7. 
CllARl!nOl\IJJQS 
Representative in University Union Lobby 
Wednesday and Thursday 
11 to 4 p.m. Deposit: $2500 
':ii MARTIN LUTHER KING JR. , HERFF JONES ~ UNIVERSITY UNION 
8 The Dail7 Eastern if 
Like the COLLEGIATE FONCARDSM two friends in two different places 
from Sprint. At 9¢ a minute, its · at the same time? Strange, huh? 
late night MOONLIGHT MADNESSSM That's PRIORITY PARTY CALL.5" 
rate is certainly unusual. Not to The COLLEGIATE FONCARD from 
mention the GREAT STUFF you get Sprint. We're working to MAKE 
just for using your calling card. THIS COLLEGIATE FONCARD IS SO EASY, IT'S WEIRD. COLLEGE LIFE EVEN EASIER. And 
Free goodies? That's weird. And how about talking to that's the weirdest thing of all. • Sprint. 
Be there no»: 
I ·800. 795.-5971 
STOP BY OUR BOOTH FOR A CHANCE TO WIN A TRIP TO THE NCAA FINAL FOUR® 
AND FIND OUT HOW TO GET A FUNKY NCAA T-SHIRT AND 30 MINUTES OF CALLS 
FREE! 
No purchase necessary. See official rules at sign-up booth. 
· Tuesday - Friday, January 18 - 21 in the M.L.K Jr. U. Union, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
9¢ a minute rate applies to domestic calls made between 11 p.m. and 6 a.m. In addition to the 9¢ a minute rate, surcharges will apply to COLLEGIATE FONCARD calls.© 1993 Sprint Communications Company LP. 
e Daily Ea8tern News 20, 1994• 
AMA mails AIDS 
guide to doctors 
T'HURS.DAY 
NIGHT 
CHICAGO (AP) - The 
American Medical As-
sociation is trying to over-
come many doctors ' reluc-
tance to treat HIV-infected 
patients by mailing them a 
detailed treatment guide 
based on the latest data 
about the AIDS virus. 
"Our targets are primary 
care physicians of all stripes 
- family physicians, general 
internists, general pediatri-
cians, obstetricians and any 
specialist that does pa.rt of 
his practice as primary care," 
said Dr. M. Roy Schwarz, 
senior AMA vice president 
for medical education and 
service. 
A 1990 survey of general-
care physicians found that 
half would not treat people 
with the AIDS virus if they 
had the choice and almost 
one-third saw nothing wrong 
with withholding treatment. 
Most doctors said they felt 
a responsibility to care for 
HIV-infected patients, but 
four of five said they needed 
more medical knowledge. 
"The ones who are most 
reluctant are ones who have 
never seen a case, have limit-
ed knowledge and are older," 
Schwarz said Tuesday. 
He said he believes only "a 
very small percentage of doc-
tors" would be reluctant 
because of prejudice against 
homosexuals and injection 
drug users, who make up the 
bulk of people who have 
AIDS. 
A million Americans are 
estimated to be infected, and 
with HIV spreading through 
all parts of the country, pri-
mary care physicians need to 
know how to deal with the 
virus, Schwarz said. 
The AMA this week is 
mailing its 25-page "AMA 
Guidelines on Early HIV 
Intervention" to all 192,000 
primary care doctors in the 
country, whether they are 
members of the AMA or not, 
Schwarz said. 
The guidelines cover tak-
ing a sexual and drug histo-
ry; counseling about AIDS 
risk and prevention; physical 
examinations; laboratory 
tests and how often to give 
them; dental and psycho-
social health; nutritioni 
drugs used for treating 
AIDS-virus infections; and 
resources for doctors who 
want to learn more. 
ROOTS ROCK. 
SOCIET'Y 
Reggae and Callipso 
$1°0 Bud Dry Bottles 
1 h · M ~ ,. ~)(Ir B1 f ll 1 ~Ql \, _ l Qi ' ' ~.4 
The ONLY Off Campus Housing 
On Campus 
Now Leasing for Fall '94 
PARK PLACE APARTMENTS 
(Across from the Union on 7th) 
Q 1 ,2, &... 3 Bedroom Q Dishwashers 
Furnished Units . Q Balconies 
Q Free Trash &... Parking Q Laundry 
Q Central AC 
Call anytime 348-1479 for an appointment 
AMA wants doctors 
to help smokers quit 
or drop by the Rental Office on 715 Grant St. # 101 
3:30 - 5:30 pm M-F 
Invite 
Inf or 
CHICAGO (AP) - Up to 
31 million American smok-
ers will visit a primary care 
doctor this y ear, and the 
American Medical Asso-
ciation wants the doctors to 
be ready to help them quit. 
"The stop-smoking mes-· 
sage should be repeated at 
every encounter, and must 
be unequivocal," the AMA 
says in a new 14-page guide 
it is mailing to all primary 
care doctors to help them 
get patients to kick nicotine 
· for good. 
"Patients regard their 
physicians as an important, 
authoritative, credible 
source of information," said 
Dr. M. Roy Schwarz, senior 
AMA vice president for 
medical education And ser-
vice. 
"Communicating the risks 
of smoking is as important 
as educating patients about 
cholesterol, proper weight 
~~. 0 
Prefere "t:e Party 
for rides or info call Sara 
345-6413 
or 
345-8620 
or screening for breast can-
cer," he added in a s t a te-
ment this week. "We are not 
spending enough time edu-
cating our patients about 
the deadly nicotine habit." 
Smoking killed an estimat-
ed 419 ,000 Americans in 
1990, and another 50 ,000 
died that year from breath-
ing other peoples' smoke. 
While many people may 
know smoking is bad for 
them, they may be more 
motivated to quit if their 
physician can link the habit 
to their own health prob-
lems, the guidelines sug-
gest. 
They also recommend 
helping patients to set a 
"quit date," encouraging 
them to keep a smoking 
diary to identify social cues 
that perpetuate the habit 
and following up on patients 
to reinforce their absti-
nence. 
APARTMENTS 
94-95 
Fall & Summer 
r2i' 1, 2,3 & 4 Bedrooms 
r2i' Fully Furnished 
r2!' Central Air 
r2!' Garbage Disposals 
r2!' Dishwashers 
r2!' Paid Cable 
r2!' Wooded Location 
CALL YOUNGSTOWN 
345-2363 
Evening Appts. Welcome 
theJUNCTION 
------------------------------~ Union Bowling Lanes & Rec. Area 
The JUNCTION offers 12 lanes for classes, open and league bowling, 6 billiard 
tables, video & pinball, and camping equipment rental. 
Anyone interested in joining a league this spring should stop by the 
JUNCTION in the Union or call 581-3616. 
The cost per week is only $3.00 plus show rental ($.35) 
LEAGUE TIMES ••• 
6:30 p.m. & 9 p.m .... Monday Night COED 
6:30 p.m. & 9 p.m . ... Tuesday Night COED 
4:30 p.m ................... Peterson Point (Indv.) Wed.* 
7:00 p.m .......... ...... .. . Wednesday Night Men . 
* (ABC Sanctioned) 
Location ... North end of UNION STATION 
Hours ... M-TH .. . 9:00 a.m. - 10:30 p .m. -
l;p MARTN'I LlllllER KING JR. ct. UNIVERSITY UNION 
F ......... . 10:00 a.m. - 11:30 p .m. 
Sat ...... . 2:00 p.m. - 11 :30 p .m. 
Sun ..... 4:00 p.m. - 10:30 p .m. 
The Daily Eastern News 
cannot be responsible for 
more than one day's incor-
rect insertion. Report 
errors immediately at 581-
2812. A corrected ad will 
appear in the next edition. 
·All classified advertising 
MUST meet the 2 p.m. 
deadline to appear in the 
next day's publication. Any 
ads processed AFTER 2 
p.m. will be published in 
the following day's newspa-
per. Ads cannot be canceled 
AFTER the 2 p.m. dead-
line. 
Classified ads must be 
paid in advance. Only 
accounts with established 
credit may be billed. 
All Advertising submit-
ted to The Daily Eastern 
News is subject to approval 
and may be revised, reject-
ed, or canceled at any time. 
The Daily Eastern News 
assumes no liability if for 
any reason it becomes nec-
essary to omit an advertise-
ment. 
DIBEUTOR"W 
fi!JERTICE8 
OFFERED 
TBA.TEL 
TRilNING/kHOOL8 
HELPWA.NTED 
WANrED 
llOPTION 
BIDE8IBIDER8 
BoO!tDliTE8 
fi!J1JBLE880R8 
Fon BENT 
FoR8A.LE 
Lo8T 4? Fo1JND 
~OlJNCJEMENTM 
Save on Auto and Renters 
Insurance. Call BILL HALL 345-
7023 Or Stop By 1010 EAST 
LINCOLN. 
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING 
- Earn up to $2,000+/month 
working in C~uise Ships or 
Land-Tour companies . World 
travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the 
Caribbean, etc.). Summer and 
Full-time employment available. 
No experience necessary. For 
more information call 1-206-
634-0468 ext. C5738. 
_________ 1/28 
Joe College, Inc. seeks a 
responsible, motivated indi-
vidual to sell popular college 
apparel on campus. 1-800-
251-8218 
_________ 1/20 
Need a pizza maker part-time. 
Apply in person after 4 p .m. 
Paglia's Pizza. 1600 Lincoln. In 
Charleston. 
_________ 1/24 
Help Wanted in Charleston 
Subway Apply in Person 
between 2pm and 5pm. 
_________ 1/21 
Going to Summer SchoQI -
Need a job and are outgoing? 
Apply for a Summer Orientation 
leader position. Applications 
now available in any residence 
hall or in the office of 
Orientation (in the Union). 
We are a caring family who 
long to share our love, home 
and stable, secure life w/your 
baby. Your child will have an 
adopted brother who is also 
very anxious for a sibling. You 
will be treated w/open, honest 
respect . All legal adoption. 
Please call Terry & Tina 1-800-
225-1077. 
--------~·214 
Classified Ad Form 
Name: ____ ____________ ___ _ 
Address: ________________ _ 
Phone: _ _______ _ Student 0 Yes O No 
Dependable person seeking 
people to carpool from C-U 
area to EIU daily. 337-1874 
leave message. / 
_________ 1/20 
ROOMMATE NEEDED NOW! 
$140/mo +Utilities 345-8661 
_________ 1/24 
Looking for 3 Female Non-
smoking roommates to live in a 
cool apartment For Fall and 
Spring of '94-'95! University 
Court Apartments. Call for 
information at 581~8005 
_________ 1/31 
2 Girls needed for house Fall 
'93/Spring '94. $150.00 plus 
utilities. Remodeling done -
Nice home. 2 Blocks from 
Campus. Call 348-1777 
_________ 1/20 
2 FEMALE non-smoking room-
mates needed for Fall '94 -
Spring '95 semesters. 
University Court Apts. Call 581-
8128 for information. 
SUBLESSOR NEEDED ASAP 
TO SHARE HOUSE WITH 
THREE GIRLS. $130 A 
MONTH O.B.O. + UTILITIES. 
348-1183. OWN ROOM. 
_________ 1/21 
Sublessor needed for Spring 
$21 O includes water, cable and 
parking. Females only Please. 
345-4019 Kristi. 
_________ 1/26 
Sublessor for Spring, Male or 
Female, own room, very close 
to campus. Call 618-427-3782 
. 1/24 
Female Sublessor needed 
Spring '94 and/or Summer '94. 
Please call 348-1178. 
_________ 1/27 
Sublessors for 2 Brdm half fur-
nished Apt. (Summer 1994) 
Male or Female. Call 348-1026 
_________ 1/21 
Now leasing /or Fall. McArthur 
Manor Apartments two-bed-
room f,Urnished apartments. 
913-917 Fourth St. 345-2231. 
_________ 516 
Nice, close to campus, fur-
nished houses for 1994-95 
school year. Two people per 
bedroom, 1 O 1 /2 month lease, 
$175/m'o. Call 345-3148 
evenings. 
_________ 516 
ACROSS STREET FROM 
CAMPUS. NICE HOUSES, 1-6 
Bedrooms, 94-95 School year. 
B & B Enterprises 345-4463 for 
appointments. 
_________ 1/21 
Dorm Size refrigerators avail-
able for rent. Carlyle Rentals 
348-7746, 820 Lincoln Street. 
_________ 516 
APARTMENTS FOR FALL 2-3 
bdrm, modern building, close to 
EIU call CAMPUS RENTALS 
345-3100 between ;3-9pm 
_________ 1/21 
Orchard Park Apartments 
OPEN HOUSE Sat. & Sun. 12-
3, 3 bedroom furnished. apart-
ments available for Fall '94 
2403 8th St. Apt. #11 Also need 
Summer sublessors. 
____ _ _ _ ca1 /14,21 
Beautifully decorated house for 
8 girls including washer and 
dryer and large lawn. 1508 - 1st 
St, 2 blocks N. of O'Brien field. 
Aug 1-June 1 lease. $180.00 
per person monthly - you pay 
your own utilities - Call 345-
2113 Eads Realty for Jan or 
Charlotte. 
_ ________ .516 
ECONOMICAL! $135.00 per 
person per month. (lowest price 
near campus!) 3 bdrm apt for 3 
persons . Aug . 1 to June 1 
lease. 2 Blocks N. of EIU, par-
tially furnished. Call 345-2113 
Eads Realty for Charlotte or 
Jan. (Waddell Apts.) 
_________ 516 
4 Bedroom house 2 blocks 
from campus 4-6 people effi-
ciency Apt. 1 person For '94 -
'95 School year 348-0394 
________ _ 1/26 
ACROSS 35 Lew Wallace's 66 Lady's 
1 Paint layer 
5 Best of old films 
9 Plays at Pebble 
Beach 
14 Greengrocer's 
· pods 
15 Controversial 
?O's sitcom 
16 Lit 
17 Menu appetizer 
"Ben--- " 
36 Word before 
mother or lively 
37 1975 Clavell 
best seller 
38 Slack-jawed 
40 Hoover, e.g. 
42 Clean, as a 
computer disk 
43 Beaverlike fur 
alternative? 
67 Kind of log 
68 Hammer part 
89 1941 Bogart 
role 
70Sediment 
71 Ocean flyer 
DOWN 
1 Egyptian 
WHAT A SAVINGS! Heat, lights, 
water, trash and air conditioning 
included! 4 1 /2 blocks from 
Campus (behind Pizza Hut). 1 
bedroom apts. 1 person - 1 
bdrm. $325.00 per month, 2 per-
sons - 1 bdrm. $185.00 each. 11 
1/2 month lease. Aldo Roma 
Apts, Call 345-2113 Eads Realty 
for Charlotte or Jan. 
_________ 516 
SEITSINGER APARTMENTS 
1611 9TH STREET: Now leas-
ing for Summer and '94 - '95 
school year. One block East old 
main. Completely furnished, 
heat and garbage included. 9 
month individual leases. Off-
street parking or garbage avail-
able. Call 345-7136 
_________ 1/21 
Apartments, '94 '95. 2 to 3 bed-
rooms ideal for 2 to 4 people. 
345-2416 
_________ 1/21 
Female to share house. Private . 
room, Charleston. Jan-May. 
1061 7th Street. 348-8406 
_________ .516 
Various size apartments and 
house available for summer and 
fall. Call 345-7106 after 6pm. 
_________ 1/21 
Houses for 2 to 5 people for '94 
- '95 Fall classes Call Marilyn -
leave mess. or Call 4:00 - to 
8:00pm 345-3554 
Spring Break! Bahamas Party 
Cruise 6 Days $279! Includes 
12 Meals! Panama City Room 
With Kitchen 8 Days $119! 
Cancun & Jamaica 8 Days 
From $469! Daytona $149! Key 
West $249! Cocoa Beach 
$159! 1-800-678-6386 
________ _ 2110 
MAN'S 3 SPEED ENGLISH 
BICYCLE $50.00 348-8686. 
_________ 1/21 
'84 Temp rebuilt engine new 
water-pump, battery 2500 obo 
345-7265 
_________ 1/21 
35 
Found: Before X-Mas, folder 
Portraits & work out video C 
Carey 345-9565. 
Lost: Nurse's Pin - In or Arou 
Health Services. Reward. C 
581-3013 or Bring to Heall 
Services. 
_________ 1/21 
Found a key on chain behin 
1431 9th St. Call Tim 345-6915 
_________ 1/24 
SUNDAY BRUNCH SPECIAL: 
$5.95 ALL YOU CAN EA 
11 :OOam - 2 :00pm. SCRAM 
BLED EGGS, SAUSAGE, 
BACON, FRENCH TOAST 
ENTREE CHICKEN OR 
ROAST BEEF VEGETABLE 
SALAD BAR DESSERT ALL 
YOU CAN EAT. BE THERE!!! 
AT STIX'S BANQUET FACILI· 
TY. 
_________ 1/21 
RUSH SIG EP! RUSH SIG E 
RUSH SIG EP! RUSH SIG EP! 
_________ 1/21 
1----C•O•L•O•R•A•D•O 
STEAMBOAT 
VAIL/BEAVER CREEK 
BRECKENRIDGE/KEYSTONE 
N•E•V•A•D•A 
LAS VEGAS 
S•O•U•T•H C•A•R•O•L•l•N•A 
HILTON HEAD ISLAND 
Dates to run ________________ _ 
45 Collars 20 Titter 47 Herbal soother church member · i..38 ...... +---
Ad to read: 
Under Classification of: --------------
Expiration code (office use only)------------
Person accepting ad _______ Compositor ____ _ 
no. words/days Amount due:$ ____ _ 
Payment: Q Cash Q Check Q Credit 
Check number _____ _ 
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consec-
utive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first 
day. 1 O cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. 
Student ads must be paid in advance. 
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS 
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads 
considered libelous or in bad taste. 
P.M. WTW0-2 WCIA-3 WAND-7 17 ESPN-24 
21 Bambi and kin 
22 Hints at the pool 
table? 
23 -- fixe 
25 Ta-ta in Turin 
27 Hollywood's 
Barbara or 
Conrad 
30 Menu entree 
USA-26 
6:00 Inside Edition 
-"6:30 Cops 
News News 
Cops 
SportsCenter Major Oad 
7:00 Mad About You 
7:30 
8:00 Seinfeld 
8 30 : Frasier 
9:00 Homicide: Life 
9:30 on the Street 
10:00 News 
10:30 Jay Leno 
Entmt. Tonight 
How'd They Do That? Missing Persons 
Connie Chung Matlock 
Second Chances 
News 
M"A0 S•H 
Prime Time Live 
News 
Married ... 
College Basketball: Wings 
Louisville at Murder, She Wrote 
Tulane 
Movie: Gross 
College Basketball: Anatomy 
Michigan at Minn. 
SportsCenter Wings 
48 Menu side order 
50 Carrel 
43 
51 G-men 
52 Mr. Carnegie 
2 "The Grapes of 
Wrath" worker 
3 Foot part 
4 Provide lodging 48 
54 Mystery dog 
57 Hacker, e .g . 
59 Revises 
63 Menu dessert 
for 
s Vane dir. • 
6 Walked unevenly 
7 Scruff 
&Each 
9 Dentist's 
anesthetic 
10Risque 
11 Stead 
12 Parole 
13 Televisions 
18 Calculator 
display: Abbr. 
19 Crossword 
diagrams 
24Newt 
26 Pines 
27 Hallucinogenic 
drink 
2aBode 
29Seething 
31 Toothpaste 
once advertised 
by Grace Kelly 
WGN-16 9C WILL-12 LIFE-38 
Designing Women MacNeil, Lehrer Unsolved 
Jeffersons Mysteries 
Movie:Missing in Illinois Gardner Sisters 
Action 2 This Old House 
17th Airborne Movie: 83 Hours 
1il Dawn 
News Mystery! 
Night Court Being Served? Unsolved 
Highlander Movie Mysteries 
63 
66 
69 
Puzzle by Janie Lyons 
32 Type size for 
fine print 
33 Ponders 
34 Underhanded 
fellow 
36 View from the 
Quai d'Orsay 
39 Introduced 
41 Barbara with 
two sisters 
44 "Straight Up" 
singer Paula 
46 Youth grp. 
founded in 1910 
Fox-8 55 
Roseanne 
Cheers 
Simpsons 
Sinbad 
In Living Color 
Herman's Head 
Star Trek: The Next 
Generation 
Code3 
In Living Color 
49 Classic se Roman get-up 
Montaigne work 58 Needle case 
of 1580 
so Dock 
60 Sunny vacation 
spot 
53 The M-G-M lion 61 Ruler until 1917 
54 Book after John 62 Basted 
55 Lollipop was a 
"good" one 
64Vein find 
65Ran into 
DISC-33 WEIU-9 51 TBS-18 
Beyond 2000 Lamb Chop Andy Griffith 
Reading Rainbow Beverly Hillbillies 
Strange Powers Little House Movie: Coal 
Pirates Miner's Daughter 
Movie Magic Bonanza 
Machines 
Footstep Away News 
America/Wholey Movie: Living 
Strange Powers Red/Green Show Proof 
Pirates Movie 
p 
E 
NI 
SERVICE, 
ADERSHIP DEVELOP-
ENT, INTERNATIONAL 
ARENESS. Informational 
·ng for ROTARACT CLUB 
Thursday January 20th at 
pm in Coleman Hall 221. 
pizza and soda) For infor-
tion Call Kim at 345-8676. 
Members Welcome. 
1/20 
.,,.-H-0:-L-A-=R-=s-:-H'"'"'I p=-----=-M-:-'.o=-·N E y 
~ILABLE! Full 100% money-
k guarantee . Recorded 
sage gives detailS. 345-
, ext. 112. 
~---=---:---.,.-,,..--,.,-516 
ican Tan is celebrating 1 
on the Square Buy 10 tans 
we'll give you a gift, 1 free 
and register to win a pkg of 
tans. 348-0018 410 7th St. 
1/21 ~R-1-N~G~B=-R=-E~A-:-K:-:--:-=P~A.,..,..NAMA 
TY-FROM $139-SHOP 
UNO-BEST TRIP AVAIL-
LE-TRANSPORTATION, 
ONAL-BILL 345-6666 
~--:--:::----.,.--1121 
· al and Prom style show, 
n. Jan 23 2pm, Reed 
llowship Hall 1st Baptist 
rch 201 S. Central Paris, II. 
nsored by Norma's Bridal 
. Tickets in Advance $3.00 
r$4.00. 
_______ 1/21 
ASA ... RUSH 
A ... RUSH ASA ... RUSH 
... RUSH ASA ... RUSH ASA 
i---..,....-----,--1120 
ha Sigma Alpha rush 
ay, January 20 & Friday, 
ry 21 7:00pm at the ASA 
se in Greek Court. Call 
h 6511 or Vikki 6564 for 
& information. 
_______ 1/20 
itters wanted for 1 yr old. 
e weekday/weekend 
. Call 348-7865 
i----,----,-...,.-::,--1 /21 
ratulations Kristi Bradbury 
Phi Sigma Sigma on getting 
iered to Mare Sullivan of 
Nu. Love, Your Sisters. 
....,_ ______ 1/20 
MARY KAY CAN HELP WITH 
PERSONALIZED GLAMOUR 
SELECTION. CALL FOR A 
FREE CONSULTATION. 
ANGELA, INDEPENDENT 
MARY KAY BEAUTY CON-
SULTANT, 348-7873. 
_________ 1/20 
COMMUNITY SERVICE, 
LEADERSHIP DEVELOP-
MENT INTERNATIONAL 
AWARENESS. Informational 
Meeting for ROTARACT CLUB 
on Thursday January 20th at 
6:00 pm in Coleman Hall 221 . 
(Free pizza and soda) For infor-
mation call Kim at 345-8676. 
New Members Welcome! 
_________ 1/20 
FORGET THE REST, RUSH 
THE BEST. COMING SOON 
AST SPRING RUSH! 
---,----,-.,..--=--1 /24 
BRIAN'S PLACE: Comedy 
Night Thursday Shows at 
7:30 9:45 This Thursday 
Kevin Brennan Ali Leroi 
Tickets $5.00 in advance. 
$6.00 at door 2100 Broadway, 
Mattoon 234-4151 
_________ 1/20 
KAY HILL of DELTA ZETA -
Congratulations on getting 
pinned to Jimmy Davidson of 
SIGMA CHI. Your Sisters are 
very happy for you. 
_________ 1/20 
ERIKKA BROOKHART of 
DELTA ZETA: Congratulations 
on getting LAVALIERED to 
DOUG DESLAURIERS of 
SIGMA CHI. Your Sisters are 
very happy for you. 
_________ 1/20 
Congrats Kristi on getting lava-
Ii e red to Scooter. Love your 
Roomies 
_________ 1/20 
CHRISTINE SWANSON OF 
ALPHA SIGMA ALPHA - CON-
G RATU LATl ON S ON GET-
TING LAVALIERED TO 
CHUCK HURLEY OF LAMBDA 
CHI ALPHA - YOUR SISTERS 
ARE VERY HAPPY FOR 
YOU!!! 
"The 10 words for $1 is available to any non-commercial indi-
vidual who wishes to sell an item or items priced lower than 
$300 (max. of 3 items). NO CHANGES OR REFUNDS. All 
Items must be priced. ALL ADS MUST BE PRE-PAID. 
________ Phone: _____ _ 
Message: (one word per line) 
____ Compositor ___ _ 
---~--_,Amount due:$ ____ _ 
COMMUNITY SERVICE, 
LEADERSHIP DEVELOP-
MENT, INTERNATIONAL 
AWARENESS. Informational 
Meeting for ROTARACT CLUB 
on Thursday January 20th at 
6:00pm in Coleman Hall 221 . 
(Free pizza and soda) For infor-
mation Call Kim at 345-8676. 
New Members Welcome. 
_________ 1/20 
JEN KAHLES OF ALPHA 
SIGMA ALPHA - CONGRAT-
ULATIONS ON GETTING 
LAVALIERED TO MITCH 
LENZEN OF LAMBDA CHI 
ALPHA-YOUR ASA SISTERS 
ARE HAPPY FOR YOU!!! !!!! 
_________ 1/20 
BPK, Happy 24th Birthday, I 
look forward to celebrating with 
you. TMB 
_________ 1/20 
STEPHANIE PERI OF ALPHA 
SIGMA ALPHA-CONGRATU-
LATIONS ON YOUR PRE-
ENGAGEMENT TO JOE 
RODRIGUEZ-YOUR SIS-
TERS ARE SO VERY HAPPY 
FOR YOU!!!!!!!!!!!! 
_________ 1/20 
CONGRATULATIONS TO 
ANNE SCHMELTZER ON 
BEING ELECTED ALPHA 
SIGMA ALPHA GREEK 
WEEK OVERALL 
CHAIR-YOUR SISTERS 
KNOW YOU WILL DO A FAN-
TASTIC JOB!!!!!!!!! 
---------=-=1/20 
JASON BONDS: The ASTs are 
very lucky to have you as our 
sweetheart. Thanks for the 
brownies. Have a great 
semester. Love, The Taus. 
_________ 1/20 
AMY COLLINS: 
Congratulations! You will be a 
great pledge educator. Your 
AST sisters are very happy for 
you. 
_________ 1/20 
AST NEW MEMBERS: You 
guys have done a great job 
during pledging. Have a great !-
Week. Tau love, the Actives. 
________ 1/20 
rush. Tuesday, January 25th, 
7 :00pm. and Wednesday, 
January 26th, 7 :00pm in our 
greek court home. Call 
Giovanna 581-6747 or Lori 
345-57 48 for rides and informa-
tion. 
_________ 1/24 
FORGET THE REST, RUSH 
THE BEST. COMING SOON 
AST SPRING RUSH ... 
_________ 1/24 
SUNDAY BRUNCH SPECIAL. 
$5 .95 ALL YOU CAN EAT 
11 :00am - 2:00pm. SCRAM-
BLED EGGS, SAUSAGE, 
BACON, FRENCH TOAST 
ENTREE CHICKEN OR 
ROAST BEEF VEGETABLES 
SALAD BAR DESSERT ALL 
YOU CAN EAT. BE THERE!!! 
AT STIX'S BANQUET FACILI-
TY. 
_________ 1/21 
COMMUNITY SERVICE, 
LEADERSHIP DEVELOP-
MENT, INTERNATIONAL 
AWARENESS. Informational 
Meeting for ROTARACT CLUB 
on Thursday January 20th at 
6:00pm in Coleman Hall 221 . 
(Free pizza and soda) For infor-
mation call Kim at 345-8676. 
New Members Welcome. 
_________ 1/20 
SPRINGBREAK packages. 
PROMOTE on campus or 
SIGNUP NOW for rooms. $129 
up. Daytona, Panama, Padre, 
Cancun, etc. Call CMI 1-800-
423-5264 
_________ 1/20 
CHARGE IT! 
Use Your VISA 
& 
MASTERCARD 
to place 
classifieds! 
Calvin and Hobbes 
Doonesbury 
ZONK! 
6ET 
6REAT llJCA, R.R.! ONE: 
au:: CIJM/N6UP.' ANYON& 
INTE3R&5TW IN S/5.&JN6 THe 
IA/HOl,8 SliF/liS CAN M?l7l3 70 
7Hl5N~! ROU,, fT.I 
ALPHA PHI ALPHA Fraternity Inc., will hold a Question and 
Answer Forum tonight at 8 p.m. at the African American Cultural 
Center. • 
BLACK GREEK COUNCIL will hold a Fundraising and Black 
History Month committee meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in the Walkway 
of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. Each organization 
must have a representative present. 
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will hold Prayer for Life today at 
4:30 p.m. at the Newman Chapel. 
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA will hold a Rush meeting tonight from 
5:30-7 p.m. at St. Charles Church on Seventh Street. 
ART CLUB MEETING will be tonight at 6 p.m. in the Lecture Hall 
of Booth Library. New members are welcome. 
RECREATIONAL SPORTS BASKETBALL Managers Meeting will 
be tonight at 7 p.m. in the Club Room of Lantz Gym. 
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will hold the Sacrament of 
Penance from 3:30-4:30 p.m. at the Newman Center. 
META REGULAR MEETING will be tonight at 7 p.m. in the Lounge 
of Buzzard Building. 
ZETA PHI BETA Sorority "singles" Slow Jam tonight at 6 p.m. in 
the Rathskeller of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. 
RESIDENCE HALL ASSOCIATION weekly meeting will be tonight 
at 5 p.m. in McKinney Hall. Early dinner will be served at 4:20 p.m. 
in the Triad food service. 
ROTARACT CLUB ORGANIZATIONAL meeting will be tonight at 
6 p.m. in Room 221 of Coleman Hall. For more information call Kim 
at 345-8676. 
MODEL ILLINOIS GOVERNMENT will meet today at 2 p.m. in 
Room 309 of Coleman Hall. 
PHI GAMMA NU will hold an active meeting tonight at 6 p.m. in 
Room 017 of Lumpkin Hall. Informal dress. 
INTER VARSITY CHRISTIAN Fellowship will hold a Large Group 
tonight at 7 p.m. in the Charleston/Mattoon Room of the Martin 
Luther King Jr. University Union . 
LATIN AMERICAN STUDENT Organization (LASO) will hold an 
informational meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in the Greenup Room of the 
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. 
MULTI CULTURAL STUDENT Union will hold its weekly meeting 
tonight at 8:30 p.m. in the Shelbyville Room of the Martin Luther 
King Jr. University Union. 
STUDENT HOUSING RA Orientation Meeting will be tonight at 7 
p.m. in the Effingham Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University 
Union. 
POLITICAL SCIENCE DEPT. will have a speaker on the State of 
Government Internships today at 3 p.m. in Room 232 of Coleman 
Hall. 
AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDIES Association will meet tonight at 5 
p.m. in Room 206 Blair Hall. All are welcome to attend. 
EIU ROTC LAB will be today at 3 p.m. in the Gallery of the Martin 
Luther King Jr. University Union. All cadets must bring a field jacket 
and dress for the weather. D and C practice. 
THE LESBIAN, GAY, Bisexual and Allies Union will meet tonight at 
7 p.m. in Room 228 of Coleman Hall. 
BAPTIST STUDENT UNION will hold a Bible Study tonight at 7 
p.m. in the Neoga Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University 
Union. 
C\RC\lMST/..t-m ~\..... 
t_°"\l)t.\'lCE, 11-lA\''S 
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BY GARRY TRUDEAU 
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Harding's ex-husband arrested y -:· ·; j 
PORTLAND, Ore . (AP) - Tonya was supposed to take place in could be dropped from the team going to y locsi V 
Harding's ex-husband surrendered Massachusetts but could not be carried the Winter Games in Norway next ~%-1• I 
Wednesday, the fourth man ~harged in out ~ntil Jan .. 6 a~ tl~e U.S. _Figure month if she is involved in the Kerrigan y 
the assault on Nancy Kerrigan, and Skatmg Champ10nships m Detroit. attack. 7 5(: 20 oz V 
Harding remained under investigation "Tonya categorically denies those alle- "We are still in a wait-and-see posi- , D ft J 
with her bodyguard tying her to the gations," said Harding's attorney, Dennis tiou," USOC spokesman Mike Moran y :ra S l 
alleged conspiracy. Rawlinson. "We note that none of the said after Gillooly's arrest. 7 5(: 12 OZ 
Jeff Gillooly was arraigned along with comments are directly attributable to Figure skating officials will vote next Long Necks 
the alleged hit man, Shane Minoaka Tonya. We believe Mr. Eckardt's lack of week on whether to keep Harding on the y 
Stant, after a warrant was issued for credibility is already well documented." U.S team. $1. 25 2 2oz 
Gillooly's arrest. Harding said she and Gillooly and Harding, 23, divorced Claire Ferguson, president of the U.S. y Long Necks 
Gillooly had ?othing to do with the last August bu~ lived _together since Figure Skating Association, said ballots · $ l 50 p•t h 
attack on Kerrigan. September until Hardmg announced will be faxed to the association's 45- • I C ers 
Harding's bodyguard, Shawn Eckardt, Tuesday that she was separating from member international committee about y -Sat 22nd-
told a sheriff's deputy that Harding him again. The announcement came midweek asking them if they want · 
made two telephone calls to find out during Harding's 10-hour interview with Harding to remain on the team. Grateful Dead 
Kerrigan's practice schedule at a skating authorities and shortly after a Harding can be removed by a majority y . 
rink near Boston and later devised an Multnomah County Circuit Court judge vote but will have the right to appeal to · Tribute Band 
alibi to explain the calls. signed the warrant for Gillooly's arrest. the USOC and take legal action to ! Perfunctory 
The deputy's affidavit said the attack U.S. Olympic officials said Harding retain her spot. ' · 
(Jal I (Jal: I ~ Jordan wins AP Still no m:&.-..t:::] 
award ~ again leader in 
baseball 
SPRING BREAK 
fOUTH PllORE 
~I' lfUIND 
NEW YORK (AP) - Even 
after retirement, Michael 
Jordan is still setting 
records. 
Jordan became the first 
three-time winner of The 
Associated Press Male 
Athlete of the Year award, 
voted the honor for the third 
consecutive year. 
Tennis player Don Budge 
in 1937-38, golfer Byron 
Nelson in 1944-45, pitcher 
Sandy Koufax in 1963 and 
1965, sprinter Carl Lewis in 
1983-84 and quarterback Joe 
Montana in 1989-90 were the 
other double winners of the 
AP award, which started in 
1931. 
Jordan received 28 of 71 
first-place votes in the media 
poll, which included three 
athletes on each ballot, with 
points awarded on a 5-3-1 
basis. The Chicago Bulls star 
earned 172 points overall, 
compared to 95 points for 
San Francisco Giants star 
Barry Bonds, who had 11 
first-place votes. 
Other top vote-getters, 
with their first-place votes 
and points, were quarterback 
Troy Aikman (5,41); hockey 
star Mario Lemieux (5,41); 
football's Emmitt Smith 
(3,41); Reisman Trophy win-
ner Charlie Ward (2,37); race 
car driver Dale Earnhardt 
(2,26); boxer Evander 
Holyfield (1,23); World Series 
hero Joe Carter (3,18); pitch-
er Greg Maddux (2,11); and 
NBA Rookie of the Year 
Shaquille O'Neal (1,11). 
Also getting one first place 
vote were basketball's 
Charles Barkley, race driver 
Nigel Mansell, baseball's 
Paul Molitor, quarterback 
Steve Young, soccer goalie 
Tony Meola, catcher Mike 
Piazza, car racer Rusty 
Wallace and football's Rod 
Woodson. 
Ironically, Jordan got far 
more support for Athlete of 
the Year than Barkley, who 
outpolled Jordan for NBA 
Most Valuable Player, a regu-
lar-season honor. Jordan was 
also a three-time MVP 
choice. 
Jordan's shocking retire-
ment on Oct. 6 came after he 
led Chicago to its third con-
secutive NBA title in June. 
The announcement left the 
NBA without its biggest 
name and drawing card. At 
the same time, it left at least 
a half-dozen teams believing 
they could succeed Chicago 
as the NBA's best. 
"I've reached the pinnacle 
of my career," Jordan said 
before a huge gathering of 
media at the Bulls practice 
facility. "I fe.el that I don't 
have anything else for myself 
to prove." The 1993 playoffs 
started after Jordan won his 
seventh straight scoring title 
with a 32.6 average. 
Barkley averaged 25.6 
points and 12.2 rebounds in 
leading the Suns to an NBA-
best 62 regular-season victo-
ries. 
The Bulls also trailed New 
York in the Eastern Con-
s *SPECIAL* 
348-
5454 
Not valid with 
any other 
coupons or 
specials 
Small Medium 
$299 $]99 
Large Massive 
20"XXLG 
$499 $999 
Cheese only 
Add Toppings or 
Thick Crust for 
only 50¢ 
lli.~00000000~00000~...t 
ference, 60 wins to 57, but 
after falling behind 2-0, 
Chicago won four consecutive 
games to reach the NBA 
Finals against Barkley's 
Suns. 
Chicago beat Phoenix 100-
92 and 111-108 at America 
West Arena, becoming the 
first team to win the first two 
games of the Finals on the 
road. 
Jordan, on the way to his 
third playoff MVP award, 
scored 31 and 42 points in 
those games, making half of 
his shots in each outing. 
FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla. 
(AP) - Baseball owners and 
players reached a tentative 
agreement today on expanded 
playoffs - which would make 
official the three-division for-
mat. 
Owners, however, failed to 
vote on a new commissioner 
and will leave the office vacant 
this season. 
The new agreement is for 
one year only. Extending it 
beyond 1994 will be the sub-
ject of the overall collective 
bargaining agreement. 
Owners had resisted the 
players' proposal, but decided 
today not to fight it. 
"The players had no incen-
tive to come to a fast deal," 
said Richard Ravitch, manage-
ment's negotiator. ''This nego-
tiation would have stretched 
out for months on end." 
Last September, owners 
approved a proposal for three 
divisions in each league -
adding a Central Division to 
the East and West in the AL 
and NL. 
That plan, though, required 
the players' union to agree to 
expanded playoffs. 
Ravitch said owners would 
give players 80 percent of the 
ticket money on the first three 
games of the new best-of-5 
round of playoffs. 
Currently, players get 60 
percent of the money from the 
first four games of each 
League Championship Series 
and the World Series. 
• High quality beachfront accommoda· ~I' lions for 7 exciting nights. 
• Round trip chartered motor coach. 
~I' • Free pool deck parties, activities, & 
promotions. 
~,!i •Inter-Campus Programs l.D./Oiscount 
' card. 
~ •On-location staff for complete Tt,, assistance. l • All taxes. tips, & service charges 
"!'' included. 
:1~~11'-~l ~ f .. -an11-· 
'i' Call 
' 1A.~ Debra at 
r ~!{IJ. 581-8032 
~ NfWQIEli1SsrJ.?.--
~ 
~z,~{J~oJffit 
Hot Buffet &. Salad Bar 
11-2 p.m. 
Italian Beef all day $395 
Beer Specials 
20 Oz. Bud Liaht 
and Miller Light $ J 50 
Never a Cover! 
19 to enter, 2 l to drink 
ALPHA SIGMA ALPHA· 
IMFORNAL RUSH 
·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:::· ········· ........... ··1'~~1ilR2~;~:·r~~~ •••::r .... :::::t •......... 
3116o'l»tatlo11 call 
Sara 
581-6511 
Vikki 
581-656 
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op two Mid-Continent 
eams set for showdown 
It's showdown time at the 
ick Evans Fieldhouse in 
Kalb. 
The women's basketball 
ams of Northern Illinois 
d the University of Wis-
nsin-Green Bay face off 
is evening to decide who 
'11 stand atop the Mid-
ntinent Conference stand-
Northern (6-3, 5-0), fresh 
a 62-51 victory over 
estern Illinois, is led by 
'or guard E.C. Hill, who is 
rren tly the conference 
der in scoring averaging 
.2 points per game. 
Wisconsin-Green Bay (7-5, 
), a 69-51 victor over the 
niversity of Illinois-
'cago, is backed by senior 
ter Kim Wood. Wood, the 
nference leader in field 
percentage (77 percent), 
,. , 
is also leading the conference 
in blocked shots per game · 
(2.8). 
In conference games this 
past week: 
• Western Illinois became 
the first team this season to 
out rebound Northern Illinois 
(43-38). Tw~nty-two of those 
rebounds came from starting 
center Oberon Pitterson, who 
is the conference leader in 
rebounds averaging 12 per 
game. 
• University of Wisconsin-
Milwaukee head coach M.A. 
Kelling is five wins shy from 
notching her 300th career 
victory after her team's 85-75 
victory over conference rival 
Valparaiso. Kelling's current 
record as Panther head coach 
is 155-45. 
• After winning three of 
five games earlier this· sea-
son, Youngstown State has 
since dropped six straight 
contests, five of those against 
conference teams. The Lady 
Penguins latest defeat, a 82-
70 loss to Wright State, 
brings their home record this 
season to 0-7. Never in the 19 
years of women's basketball 
at Youngstown State has a 
team gotten off to an 0-7 
start at home. 
tadium officials seek help 
ANAHEIM, Calif. (AP) - Anaheim officials 
ve asked the state to declare the city a dis-
r area in an effort to recoup some of the 
· ated $3 million to $4 million it will take 
repair earthquake-damaged Anaheim 
di um. 
If the city is declared a disaster area, it 
d receive 75 percent of the cost to repair 
stadium from the state. 
City spokesman Bret Colson said 
ednesday that city officials will probably 
k the state to help them apply for relief 
m the federal government. Federal funds 
uld cover three4:Juarters of the remaining 
percent of the repair costs, Colson said. 
"We'd like to think that it will be a quick 
response," Colson said. "We don't have any 
expectations in terms of turnaround, except 
we would like it to be a day or two." 
City officials believe it will take several 
months to repair the stadium, home of the 
California Angels and Los Angeles Rams, but 
Colson said the damage will have no impact 
on baseball being played there. 
Anaheim Stadium is located some 50 miles 
from the epicenter of Monday's violent earth-
quake. 
The "Big .N' sign inside the stadium and 
the massive scoreboard above the left field 
stands collapsed. 
• From Page 12 repeat of her double-win at 
nationals last year. 
ninth. 
Unfortunately, she was 
taken off cloud nine by a case 
of tonsillitis, which kept her 
out of top form at the U.S. 
championships. 
.94 for close to six years. 
Although she won the race 
many meters, for Hyche 
time was slow, as her per-
onal best of 22.98 would 
ave probably sent the 
rd board to Sarah Bush-
. coln Hospital. 
"I'm not too pleased with 
y time. I haven't run a 24 
a long time," said Hyche, a 
·or, who was hoping to hit 
e automatic NCAA qualify-
standard of 23.88. "I got 
'pped up on the turn and 
as working to get my stride 
ck on the straight." 
Previously, at the 
ycamore's season opener, 
e made NCAA qualifying 
the shorter 55-meter dash 
ith a 6.75 clocking, just 
ve-hundredths off her best, 
start her journey toward a 
+ From Page 12 
Football League in 1985. 
She surprised many after 
her triumph indoors, but 
because the outdoor cam-
paign is usually a whole dif-
ferent story for most athletes, 
some were skeptical if she 
could do it again. 
However, running at New 
Orleans, on the same track 
where she participated in the 
1992 Olympic Trials, she was 
even more stellar. 
After running an 11.12 in 
the 100 during the regular 
season, she was the favorite 
going in, and won the race 
handily in 11.13 by more 
than a meter. 
In the 200, however, she 
was even more dominating as 
she won in 22.34. That time, 
by the end of 1993 was the 
eighth-fastest in the world 
and her 100 time rated her 
She placed sixth in the 
200, but since only the top 
three advanced to the World 
Championships in Stuttgart, 
Germany, her planetary-
promising season suddenly 
came to an abrupt halt. 
Her condition wasn't to the 
point where she had to get 
her tonsils removed, but it 
prevented Hyche from 
launching her best efforts 
against the likes of Olympic 
champions Gail Devers and 
Gwen Torrence. 
"I was real disappointed, 
because I really wanted to 
run against Gail and every-
body," Hyche said. "But I'm a 
lot stronger this year." 
replacement) is· a good man and teacher and 
is patient, the players will respond." 
He moved on to be offensive coordinator at 
West Virginia Tech in 1988 before going to 
Eastern. 
• Spoo and his staff received the official 
word last weekend that one of their quarter-
back recruits had elected to attend school 
elsewhere. 
"I think I've always encouraged our coach-
es, if they get an opportunity they feel is a 
tep up, to look at it," Spoo said. "I know this 
a situation that is good for him and his 
ily." 
Legg coached current NFL center Brad 
tel at Eastern. Fichtel is currently play-
for the Los Angeles Rams. 
poo said he would like to find a replace-
t as soon as possible, but has no one in 
' happens a lot in football. Adjustment 
of the game," Spoo said. ''As long as (a 
Moorpark (Calif.). Junior College quarter-
back Todd Preston visited Cincinnati late last 
week and is now enrolled there, $poo said. 
"We'll have no other quarterbacks coming 
in," Spoo said of the possibility of quarter-
backs enrolling at Eastern for the current 
semester. "We've exhausted those possibili-
ties." 
Spoo said the next quarterback on the 
Panthers' list, Antonio Davis (College of 
DuPage) visited the Eastern campus last 
weekend but can't enroll here until graduates 
this spring. 
The Pelican Brief (PG-13) 
7:00, 9:45 
Sister Act 2 (PG) 
7:15, 9:30 
Jason Stroot 
Happy 22nd 
Birthday Jason! 
Tonight at TED'S 
~ LADIES NITE 
J, - LIVE D.J. 
Kevin "Goob" Shackman 
playing rock & roll & rock 
Miller Lite, Bud & Bud Light 
20 oz. $1.00 
Old Style & Natural Light 
20 oz. $1.00, $1.00 Mixers 
. Strawberry Daiquiri $1.50 
NO COVER 
Lor yl Lordy look 
whose legal! 
HAPPY 21, 
.,, 
POOKEY! 
Love the Crue! 
Thursday at 
• 
c:/11 .. art y 's 
ALL BEEF GYROS 
w/Marty's fries 
$2.99 
22 oz GD, GD Lite Bud & Bud Light 
Bottles $2 
all other bottles $1 .25 
Tonite: Marty's own 
Smothered Fries $1 
crisp fries topped w/cheese, 
bacon & sour cream 
-
OLDTOWNE MANAGEMENT INC. 
1408 SIXTH STREET 21 7 /345-6533 
Now Leasing for '94- '95 
• Oldetown Apts. • Heritage Apts. 
• Polk Ave. Apts. • 4th & Buchanan 
· • 1420 6th St. Apts 
345-0LDE 
PIZZA & PUB 
INTRODUCES 
ALL YOU CAN EAT BUFFET 
FEATURING 
•PIZZA •SALAD BAR 
•SPAGHETTI •GARLIC BREAD 
$3.99 plus tax 
Every Tues. and Thurs. 5-9 p.m. 
CHILDREN 10 & UNDER EAT 
For $2.00 
345-2844 
'.lbe DailJ 1Mtem.1tew1 
r.;.;&:;y.:;:,-:;:;:f::=:<«<,ffi-,_,,,_ 
Drafted 
Eastern soccer star 
_m9ves to the pros 
By RYAN GIUSTI 
Sports editor 
Jim Harkness isn't ready 
to hang up the spikes just yet. 
The Eastern senior, who 
has played for the Panther 
soccer team the past four sea-
sons, will continue his career 
next season after being draft-
ed recently by the Chicago 
- Power of the National 
Prof~ssional Soccer League. 
"It came as kind of a sur-
prise," said Harkness , who 
was an All-Mid-Continent 
Conference selection i_n his 
freshman, junior and senior 
seasons with the Panthers. 
some games this season 
because they needed him, but 
associate athletic director 
Joan Schmidt told the team it 
would violate NCAA rules 
and Harkness would have to 
forfeit the final semester of 
his scholarship. 
Harkness will not be enter-
ing the unknown when he 
joins the team next season. 
He said he's been working out 
with the team for about the 
last year and a half and 
knows some of the players. 
One of the players he will 
be teammates with is another 
former Eastern standout, 
Greg Muhr. LeBaron Holli-
mon, a former Eastern team-
mate of Harkness, plays for 
the Wichita Wings of the 
NPSL. 
Harkness will not join the 
team immediately, however. 
He has decided to finish out 
the spring semester at 
Eastern and will join the 
Power for the start of next 
winter's season. 
"I thought it would be easi-
er all around if I waited and 
finished the semester," 
Harkness said. "I don't really 
want to join (the team) in the 
middle of the season. It will 
be easier starting from the 
beginning next season." 
Eastern soccer coach Cizo 
Mosnia said Harkness has 
the talent but will need to be 
careful in getting used to pro-
fessional indoor soccer. 
FILE PHO 
Senior Jim Harkness brings the ball up the field earlier this season. Harkness was draft 
by the Chicago Power of the National Professional Soccer League and will play for the 
starting next season. · · 
The Power inquired about 
having Harkness play in 
"The only negative against 
him would be his size," 
Mosnia said of the mid fielder 
from Oak Lawn. "But as far 
as indoors, little guys can suc-
ceed. He just needs to be care-
ful not to get hurt. Indoor soc-
cer is much quicker and more ness' ball control and speed now Power coach 
physical." will be his biggest assets to Margetic. 
Harkess said he was a lit- the Power. "I get along with him an 
tle intimidated when he first "He's deceiving," Mosnia the players seem to like him, 
worked out with the team but said. "He doesn't look like Harkness said. 
now views it as just "moving much, but he'll surprise you." Other Eastern senior 
up another level." Harkness will play for for- Matt Cook and Vinko Kuc· · 
Mosnia added that Hark- mer Chicago Sting player and were not drafted. 
Indiana State's Hyche Men's baskhetd·ballld 
game resc e u e 
not your average runner MotherNatureprobably againstanAustinPeayte 
By BRIAN HARRIS 
Staff writer 
The record board in Lantz Fieldhouse 
seemed to tremble before the start of the 
women's 200-meter dash at Saturday's tri-
angular track meet with Indiana State and 
Illinois State. 
If it had eyes, like everyone else's in the 
room, they would have been fixed on the 
runner in lane four - Indiana State's Holli 
Hyche. 
Those who had never heard of her would 
have had no reason to expect anything spec-
tacular out of this race. Hyche doesn't exact-
ly look like your average world-class sprint-
er. 
She stands about 5 feet 5 inches tall and 
weighs no more than 120 pounds. She has 
no fancy warm up, no neon-laden uniform, 
and her thighs don't swell with the multi-
tude of quadricep fibers one would expect 
from a four-time NCAA champion. 
Until the final call for the 200_ came over 
the loud speaker, Hyche was most casual 
while watching the day's events. She walked 
slowly arou11d the fieldh~use listening to her 
walkman, wearing her trademark wire-
rimmed glasses that never come off for a 
race, and a heavy tan winter coat to fight off 
the near-zero temperatures beating through 
the west and south walls of the building. 
One wouldn't have thought this mellow 
figure could be the same jubilant woman on 
the cover of the August issue of Track & 
Field News magazine - that is, until the gun 
went off. 
The race was over after two seconds as 
she immediately made up the stagger on the 
. isn't a basketball fan. it beat 83-81 on the road· 
COURTESY OF TRACK AND FIELD NEWS 
Holli Hyche shows her NCAA champi-
onship form. 
other runners and tore down the back-
stretch. 
At full speed on the final curve coming 
into the homestretch, Hyche tripped slightly, 
but managed to recover her balance. She 
continued on in powerful fashion, and 
crossed the finish line in 24.16 seconds. 
The time took nearly a second off the 
existing Lantz record, which had stood at 
• Continued on Page 11 
The Eastern men's basket-
ball team's game with Austin 
Peay scheduled for last night 
was postponed until tonight 
at. 7:35 p.m. in Lantz Gym. 
The Governors from Tenn-
essee were stuck at Austin 
Peay by a storm that left 17 
inches of snow on the ground. 
Eastern will be looking to 
bounce back after an 82-61 
Mid-Continent Conference 
loss to Northern Illinois 
December. 
Eastern basketball coac 
Rick Samuels will also b 
looking to move closer to t 
200th win in his 14-yea 
career as Panther coach. H 
is currently stuck on 198. 
Eastern also had anoth 
scheduling change. Th 
Panthers' game at Young 
stown State in Ohio on Fe 
12 will start at 7 p.m. rath 
than 6:30 p.m. 
Line coach leaves 
for Virginia schoo 
The Eastern football team 
will be without the services of 
offensive line coach Bill Legg 
next season after Legg 
announced he was accepting · 
the same position at the 
Virginia Military Institute. 
"Bill was an outstanding 
coach and is going to be 
missed," head coach Bob Spoo 
said. "He had a lot of techni-
cal knowledge and knew how 
to motivate his players. We 
thought along the same lines 
in our coaching." 
Legg ends a 5-year stint 
with the Panthers after the 
team finished 3-7-1 last sea-
son. One of the few bright 
spots for the team was 
Bill Legg 
rushing. 
Legg's offe 
sive lin 
leading th 
way for 
ning bac 
w i 1 1 i 
High's all 
conferenc 
season 
leading th 
Gateway i 
Legg will be headed bac 
near home. He was raised · 
West Virginia and was a four 
year starter for the Wes 
Virginia football team befo 
moving on to the Washingto 
Redskins of the Na tiona 
• Continued on Page 11 
